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Position tracking (bounded uncertainty)
Global localization (unbounded uncertainty)
Kidnapping (recovery from failure)

Ingemar Cox (1991): 

“Using sensory information to locate the robot in 
its environment is the most fundamental problem 
to provide a mobile robot with autonomous 
capabilities.”

The Localization Problem



Vision-based Localization

Cameras are low-cost sensors

that provide a huge amount of 
information.

Cameras are passive sensors that do 
not suffer from interferences.

Populated environments are full of 
visual clues that support localization
(for their inhabitants).



Related Work in Vision-based 
Robot Localization

Sophisticated matching techniques without filtering
[Basri & Rivlin, 95], [Dudek & Sim, 99], [Dudek & Zhang, 96], [Kortenkamp & 
Weymouth, 94], [Paletta et al., 01], [Winters et al., 00], [Lowe & Little, 01]

Image retrieval techniques without filtering
[Kröse & Bunschoten, 99], [Matsumo et al., 99], [Ulrich & Nourbakhsh, 00] 

Monte-Carlo localization with ceiling mosaics
[Dellaert et al., 99]

Monte-Carlo localization with pre-defined landmarks
[Lenser & Veloso, 00]



Key Idea

Use standard techniques from image 
retrieval for computing the similarity 
between query images and reference 
images.

No assumptions about the structure 
of the environment

Use Monte-Carlo localization to 
integrate information over time.

Robustness



Image Retrieval

Given: Query image q and image 
database d.

Goal: Find the images in d that are 
“most similar” to q.



Key Ideas of the System Used

Features that are invariant wrt.
rotation,
translation, and
limited scale.

Each feature consists of a histogram 
of local features. 

[Siggelkow & Burkhardt, 98]



Example of Image Retrieval

[Siggelkow & Burkhardt, 98]



Another Example

[Siggelkow & Burkhardt, 98]



Image Matrices

Let f(M) be an arbitrary complex-
valued function over pixel values.

We compute an image matrix
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Computing an Image Matrix
using
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Computing Global Features

:)]([ MfT Histogram F(M):

The global feature F(M) consists of the multi-
dimensional histograms computed for all T[f](M).

F(M)



Functions f(M) with a local support 
preserve information about 
neighboring pixels. 

The histograms F(M) are invariant wrt. 
image translations, rotations, and 
limited scale.
They are robust against distortions and 
overlap.

Observations

… ideal for mobile robot localization.



Computing Similarity

To compute the similarity between a 
database image d and a query image q
we use the normalized intersection 
operator: 
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Advantage: matching of partial views.



Typical Results for Robot Data

Query image:

Most similar images:

81.67% 80.18% 77.49%

77.44% 77.43% 77.19%



Integrating Retrieval Results and 
Monte-Carlo Localization

Extract visibility area for each reference 
image.
Weigh the samples in a visibility area 
proportional to the similarity measure.



Visibility Regions



Experiments

936 Images, 4MB, .6secs/image
Trajectory of the robot:



Odometry Information



Image Sequence



Resulting Trajectories

Position tracking:



Resulting Trajectories

Global localization:



Global Localization



Kidnapping the Robot



Localization Error



Robustness Against Noise

Artificially
distorted trajectory:

Estimated
robot position:



Validation

The retrieval results are essential!

Exploiting SimilarityConstraints only

In principle, the constraints imposed by 
the visibility regions can be sufficient for 
robot localization. [Burgard et al. 96]



Summary

New approach to vision-based robot localization.

It uses an image retrieval-system for comparing images 
to reference images.

The features used are invariant to translations, 
rotations and limited scale.

Combination with Monte-Carlo localization allows the 
integration of measurements over time.

The system is able to robustly estimate the position of 
the robot and to recover from localization failures.

It can deal with dynamic environments and works under 
serious noise in the odometry.



Future Work

Learning the optimal features for the 
retrieval process.

Better exploitation of the visibility areas.

Identifying important image regions.

…



Thanks ...

... and goodbye!
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Motivation
• Indoor mapping is an important task in mobile robotics.
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Motivation
• Indoor maps can be decomposed into different places

RoomRoom

CorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway
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Scenario Example

Oscar, I am in 
the corridor

Albert, where 
are you?
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Scenario Example

Oscar, I am in 
the corridor

Albert, where 
are you?

http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~omartine/images/oscar4_complete.jpg
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More Application Scenarios
• Semantic mapping: 

• Human-Robot  interaction:
User:      “Go to the corridor”

RoomRoom
CorridorCorridor

DoorwayDoorway
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Goal
• Classification of the position of the robot using 

one single observation: a 360o laser range data.
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Observations

RoomRoom
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Observations

RoomRoom DoorwayDoorway
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Observations

RoomRoomCorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway
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Similar Observations?
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Similar Observations

CorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway
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Classification of Observations

• Because of the high dimensionality of 
range scans, it appears hard to manually 
define a classifier. 

• However, there are lots of simple features
we can define for range scans.

• Such simple features could be the average 
beam length, the area covered, ...
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Simple Features

• gap = d > θ
• f = # gaps

minimum

• f =area • f =perimeter • f = d

ddi

N
1f =

d

• f = d

d

• Σ di
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Combining Features

• Observation:
There is a lot of simple features fi.

• Problem: 
Each single feature fi gives poor classification 
rates.

• Solution: 
Combine multiple simple features to form a 
strong classifier using AdaBoost.
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Key Idea of AdaBoost
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Weak Hypotheses

• Where θj is a threshold and pj indicates the 
direction of the inequality. 

• The parameters (θj ,pj) are learned during the 
boosting process.

• Each binary weak hypothesis hj(x) is created 
using a single-valued feature fj in the form: 
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Example of Weak Hypotheses

Measurement x is a positive example if the 
area of the polygonal approximation of x is 
greater than θArea.
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Final AdaBoost Algorithm
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Multiple Classes

• Sequence of binary classifiers.

Corridor 
Classifier

Room 
Classifier

H(x)=0 H(x)=0

H(x)=1 H(x)=1

CorridorCorridor RoomRoom

DoorwayDoorway
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Multiple Classes

• Sequential AdaBoost for K different classes.

binary 
classifier 1

binary 
classifier K-1. . . class K

class 1 class K-1

H(x)=0

H(x)=1 H(x)=1

H(x)=0
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Summary of the Approach (1)
• Training: learn a strong classifier using 

labeled observations: 

AdaBoost

Multi-class classifier

RoomRoom CorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway

featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures featuresfeatures
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Summary of the Approach (2)
• Test: using the classifier to classify new 

observations: 

Multi-class
classifier

New observation

features CorridorCorridor
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Experiments

Training (top)
# examples:

16045

Test (bottom)
# examples: 

18726
classification:
93.94%

Building 079 
Univ. of 
Freiburg

RoomRoomCorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway
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Experiments
Training (left)
# examples:

13906

Test (right)
# examples: 

10445
classification:
89.52%

Building 101 
Univ. of 
Freiburg

RoomRoomCorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway HallwayHallway
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Experiments with a Moving 
Robot

RoomRoom
CorridorCorridor

DoorwayDoorway

• Number of features (T) = 100

• Classification time:  39 milliseconds (P4 2.8GHz)
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Application to a New 
Environment

Training map

Intel Research Lab in 
Seattle
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Application to a New 
Environment

Training map

Intel Research Lab in 
Seattle

RoomRoomCorridorCorridor DoorwayDoorway
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Sequential AdaBoost vs
AdaBoost.M2

CorridorCorridor RoomRoom DoorwayDoorway

Sequential AdaBoost
classification: 92.10 %

AdaBoost.M2
classification: 91.83 %
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Limitations

CorridorCorridor
SeminarSeminar

DoorwayDoorway
OfficeOffice LaboratoryLaboratory

KitchenKitchen

• Typically, we distinguish more kinds of places
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Motivation

CorridorCorridor
SeminarSeminar

DoorwayDoorway
OfficeOffice LaboratoryLaboratory

KitchenKitchen

• There are places difficult to distinguish based 
laser range data only 

SeminarSeminar

LaboratoryLaboratory

??

OfficeOffice

KitchenKitchen
??
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Solution
• Classification of the position of the robot using 

laser range data and images both covering a 
360o field of view.

+
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Vision Features
• Based on the detection of objects using Viola-Jones 

detector.

• A vision feature is a function that takes as input a 
vision observation vn and returns the number of 
objects that we find in the image

• Our set O of objects consists of monitors, coffee 
cups, faces, ...
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Weak Vision Hypotheses
• New binary weak hypotheses in the form:

where θ1 and θ2 are thresholds delimiting an interval 
on the number of objects, and pj is either +1 or -1 
indicating if the example inside the interval is positive 
or negative. 
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Example Hypothesis
• Example of binary weak hypothesis

indicating that the example is positive if the number 
of monitors found in vn lies between 1 and 5.

• This can be, for instance, a feature learned for the 
binary classifier of LaboratoryLaboratory
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Application
• Now we can distinguish between                (many 

monitors) and                 (no monitors)...

LaboratoryLaboratory SeminarSeminar

SeminarSeminar
LaboratoryLaboratory
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Application
• ...also between                (pile of coffee cups)   

and             (monitor)                     

KitchenKitchen

KitchenKitchen
OfficeOffice

OfficeOffice
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Probabilistic Place Recognition

• So far, the classification uses only the current 
position of the robot.

• We can improve the classification using 
information about past classifications.

• We use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to model 
potential transitions between places.
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Transition Matrix

CorridorCorridorDoorwayDoorway OfficeOfficeSeminarSeminar LabLabKitchenKitchen

DoorwayDoorway

CorridorCorridor

SeminarSeminar

OfficeOffice

KitchenKitchen

LabLab
1.0

Probability

0.5

0.0
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Hidden Markov Models (HMM)

normalization 
factor

transition model: Transition matrix

observation model: AdaBoost classification
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Experiments
• Using only sequential AdaBoost

CorridorCorridor

DoorwayDoorway

OfficeOffice

SeminarSeminar

LabLab
KitchenKitchen

C
S
D
F
K
L
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Experiments
• Sequential AdaBoost + HMM

CorridorCorridor

DoorwayDoorway

OfficeOffice

SeminarSeminar

LabLab
KitchenKitchen

C
S
D
F
K
L
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Conclusions
• A novel approach for the classification of places in 

the environment of a mobile robot  into semantic 
categories.

• The classification of places is carried out based on 
laser range data with a 360o field of view in 
combination with vision data.

• Our approach applies AdaBoost to learn strong 
classifiers from simple features. 

• It is able to reliably distinguish between different 
types of rooms.

• We obtain high classification results even when the 
classifier is transferred to a new environment.
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Thanks for 
your 

attention
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